eZee Mint
Dynamic Pricing Software for Accommodations
Are You Applying Dynamic Room Rates On Your Property?

Guest demands fluctuate, peak seasons change. Getting the right price for your hotel inventory throughout the year is crucial.

So...

How do you optimize your daily rates to ensure maximum occupancy?

**Did you know**

Pricing improvement by 1% boosts Your profitability by 11%

Thus, demand-based dynamic pricing is essential and plays a vital role in optimizing your revenue.
eZee Mint - A Modern Revenue Management System

eZee Mint is a smart, secure hotel revenue management software that optimizes your hotel’s revenue through:

- Intelligent Pricing Engine
- Past and Present Business Analysis
- Multilevel Property Assessment
- Competitor Rate Analysis
- Real-time Inventory Synchronization
Does Smart Pricing Approach Make a Difference to Your Property?

Intelligent pricing is the heart of revenue management, and it has the potential to enhance revenue, increase RevPAR, save work hours and more.

- Brings 10 to 30% growth in revenue
- Saves 4 hrs of manual work per day per staff
- Offers full control over room rates
- Ensures upto 20% average surge in direct bookings
- Records upto 9% increase in RevPAR
- Brings 10 to 30% growth in revenue

Experience this difference with eZee Mint
Multiply Revenue In No Time With eZee Mint

Our software optimizes pricing based on solid criteria and pushes the competent rates online to maximize your occupancy.

Weekly occupancy  →  Month-wise best rates
Compset analysis   →  Day of the week
Seasonality        →  Last-minute booking
Lead time          →  Demands

Pricing Computation

- Implements dynamic pricing 365 days
- Increases occupancy percentage
- Improves overall efficiency
- Enhances revenue

Outcome
Real-Time Price Variation

eZee Mint analyses historical data and applies its software intelligence to optimize your inventory prices on the go.

Dynamic Room Rates
Words of Appreciation From The Hospitality Fraternity

Right from onboarding to product training, eZee made it so smooth. The product has potential and will help a lot of the boutiques like mine. Keep up!

MARC
Corporate Commercial Director
at Tree of Life Resorts & Hotels

The times have changed due to covid-19, resort manager need to think a little differently. This software is easy to use and very comprehensive. Thank you.

Kevin Hall
Managing Director,
DigitalRez

Onboarding was seamless and no downtime was required. The team was quick to respond to questions and very knowledgeable when groundwork was required to set up the system. Thanks.

Primrose Khumalo
Hotel System Manager,
Riverside Hotel
eZee Mint
Live Product Screens

Admin Dashboard
System dashboard to gather insights into the day at a single glance to make quick decisions.
eZee Mint
Live Product Screens

Rules Analysis
Price and pick-up monitoring report to adjust pricing based on the current demand.
**Pick up Report**

Price change analysis report to understand the price variation taking place for a particular period.
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**Sign up for eZee Mint**
India’s #1 & Global #2
Integrated Hotel Tech Providers

eZee Absolute
Online Hotel Management System

eZee Optimus
Online Restaurant POS System

eZee Centrix
Hotel Channel Manager

eZee Reservation
Hotel Booking Software

eZee Panorama
Hotel Website Builder

30,000+
Happy Clients Worldwide

159K+
Software Users

170+
Countries

200+
Partners Worldwide

eZee’s Footprints Worldwide
Revenue and Marketing Management Services

Seeking professional help?
Let our revenue experts brainstorm strategies and optimize your property revenue.

Get Free Consultation

Let’s Start Minting Money

Head Office

Address
eZee Technosys Pvt. Ltd.
D-113, International Trade Center,
Majura Gate, Surat, Gujarat, India.
Pin Code: 395002

Website
https://www.ezeemint.com/

Call Us or Reach Out via WhatsApp / Signal
+91 6354727532

Email
rm@ezeetechnosys.com